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From: Really Reilly
To: DLNR.BLNR.Testimony
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Fri 4/9 Testimony
Date: Thursday, April 8, 2021 11:51:07 AM


Aloha, 
In regards to issuance of a permit for Archaeological Services Hawai'i, i strongly protest the
County's continued support for archaeological firms that omit evidence, fail to file reports on
time or in some cases at all, and knowingly break laws to achieve the goals of developers at
the expense of the host culture. ASH has a long history of all of these violations. ASH's
archaeology "services" are not in compliance with burial laws. Their continued desecration
creates pain and chaos in our community. 
ASH's archaeologist on their permit doesn't live on Maui, hardly if ever comes to Maui or sites
and literally doesn't have time in his schedule to properly manage these projects. To continue
to permit a company run by a person who graduated school in Texas and isn't an archaeologist
but relies on bad Corporate archaeology learned in the field, is a slap in the face to all recovery
efforts in Hawai'i. I have friends who are archaeologists, graduated in Hawai'i and are working
other jobs bc they "don't provide Corporate archaeology" of look the other way and make any
kine! They know and say different things about projects. ASH is an irresponsible company
with a heart breaking track record of disrespect. 
I insist that the County acquire full funding for all responsibilities they claim from native
tenants. In the case that they are unable to properly manage, for example reports required from
firms they permit, that those responsibilities be returned to native tenants for proper
management. 
I implore this board to uphold the laws and deny ASH a new permit. 
Mahalo,
C. Rose Reilly
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From: Clare Apana
To: DLNR.BLNR.Testimony
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Item I1 in strong opposition
Date: Thursday, April 8, 2021 1:07:07 PM


Testimony to the BLNR for Friday meeting IN OPPOSITION TO ASH APPROVAL OF ARCHEOLOGY PERMIT


In strong opposition to ASH permit.  


We do not expect ASH to be responsible, respectful caretakers of our iwi kupuna or our sacred sites and land.  Owner Lisa Hazuka has
repeatedly shown her disregard for following the 6E burial laws.   Has with Principal investigator Jeff Pantaleo(who also works full time
for the Navy), have 


     *. ILLEGALLY WITHOUT PERMISSION Moved at least 50 iwi on site Phase 6 Maui Lani.
     *. Found guilty of not monitoring heavy equipment at Phase 9 sand mining site.   
       *  Cited 2018- Violations of not completing 35  Monitoring reports by SHPD admin Downer. 
     *.   ASH’s owner, Lisa Hazuka, testified (2017) that she does not follow the Monitoring Plans                  she submits to get permits for
development.


We cannot afford to have incompetent and disrespectful people like ASH be in charge of our iwi kupuna!.  Malama Kakanilua challenged
ASH getting a permit.  We lost the decision in the BLNR in February 2021, In a shocking decision, the BLNR did NOT ALLOW our
arguments to e  considered.
  
 SHPD, DLNR< State of Hawaii have laws they must follow.  Most important is protecting traditional Kanaka Maoli rights and to care
for iwi kupuna.  Our constitutional rights are protected by Federal laws of Iwi kupuna and descendants.


Boards and Commission, Department Heads, Administrators and Government workers all made an oath to uphold State and Federal laws.
    
 My rights to protect and have proper traditional care for the iwi kupuna come from the Hawaiian Kingdom laws, the American Indian
Religious Freedom Act, NAGPRA
and the laws of the Hawaii State constitution.  I am asking you to protect this right as a member and administrator of the BLNR.


Clare Apana  
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